
 

 

How to Get Started on the Path to Your Dream 
 

A couple of years ago, my friend Bryan Allain left a secure job at a Fortune 500 company, where 

he’d been slowly climbing the corporate ladder for nearly a decade, to venture out on his own as a 

writer. When I asked him how his colleagues reacted, he said they were surprisingly supportive, 

some even envious. But something disturbed him. 

Every conversation ended the same way. “I wish I could do that,” they would say. “Well, you can, 
you know,” Bryan would respond. To which they would usually list out the reasons why they felt 
they couldn’t. They wouldn’t know where to begin or what to do. They’d be scared of losing their 
health benefits or risking their family’s well-being. What if you failed, they wondered. What then? 

The Problem isn't Fear 

This bothered Bryan because he felt like what they were really saying was that they were afraid—and 
rightly so. Quitting a job to chase a dream is anything but safe. If you’re not feeling a little insecure 
about taking such a leap, then you probably haven’t considered the cost. The problem, then, isn't the 
fear; that’s natural. It’s that many get afraid and stay there. 

We all deal with this fear on some level. What fills us with anxiety, if we let it, is a simple phrase that 
keeps us from our purpose. It's six simple words: 

“I don’t know what to do.” 

What should I write about? What kind of music should I play? What type of business do I open? 
Where do I begin? I don’t know. And with that seemingly innocuous response, a dream can die. But 
what we’re really saying in these moments of not knowing is that we want the journey to be safe. We 
want it drawn out for us—no surprises or setbacks, just a clear beginning and end. Unfortunately, 
that's not the way the process usually works. 

Maps and Globes 

One way to think of it is in terms of maps and globes. Maps are easy. They’re flat and predictable, 
easy to chart out a course. You can see the whole landscape in a simple, two-dimensional layout. 

However, as easy as they are, maps are unrealistic. The world isn't flat; it’s not color coded and 
foldable and easily stored in your car’s glove box. Life is too complex and beautiful to be captured 
on a map. It may help you see the big picture, but it does not help you understand the magnitude of 
the journey. 

A globe, on the other hand, is complex. It spins on an axis. Some globes are even topographical, 
raised in certain areas where there are mountains or major bodies of water. They’re not the easiest  



 

tools in the world to use and certainly more difficult to store, but they’re just about the best picture 
we have of reality. 

Typically, you use a map to travel from one state or province to the next, usually a relatively short 
distance, whereas you use a globe to travel the world. 

Which would you rather use, a map or a globe? It depends on where you’re going. 

No Knowing is No Excuse 

When people asked Bryan the specifics of how he would pursue his dream, he was honest, admitting 
he didn’t know all the answers. He didn’t have a map. He wasn’t even sure exactly where he was 
headed; all he cared about was moving forward. 

Here’s how he once described it to me in conversation: “Say you live in Kansas. It’s not a bad place 
to live, but you long for the beach. You dream of the waves and sand and sunsets. But you never 
leave home because you’re not quite sure exactly where on the beach you want to go.” 

If you aren’t sure how to get started, Bryan would say get out of Kansas. That’s your first step. 

Begin to head toward water, and as you move, you’ll find the beach. Once you’re there, you can pick 
whatever spot you like. You don’t need a specific address to begin. The path to your dream is more 
about following a direction than arriving at a destination. 

When you start pursuing your calling, you may find it to be more difficult than you thought it would 
be. And that’s okay. It means the journey is bigger than you expected. What you must do is keep 
moving. Don’t stand still. Don’t squander your time, holding out for someone else to give you 
permission to start. It won’t happen that way. 

No one is going to give you a map. You will have to step out into the unknown, listening for 
direction as you go. And when you are in doubt, just remember to drive toward water. You can 
always change directions once you get in the car. 

What fears have held you back from pursuing your dreams and calling? 


